split face
Giant Food Store | Hanover, PA
Split Face shown in Crimson & Arctic White
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COLORS
premium

Highway Equipment | Brownstown, PA
Split Face Face shown in Arctic White

SPLIT FACE masonry units are a
popular architectural finish as they

standard

Arctic White

Bermuda

Ash

Buff

Brick Chip

Camel

Cinnamon

Claret

Chamois

Crimson

Fieldstone

Flint

Gingerbread

Graphite

Glacier

Khaki

Parchment

Port

Mojave

Rust

Putty

Saddle

Rye

Salmon

Sahara

Silver

Tabasco

Tuscany

offer a uniquely textured face where
no two units are alike. This provides
aesthetic depth to building design.
Our “premium” colors include more
specialty aggregates, utilize bolder
pigments and are typically made with
white cement. You will find these
same colors represented throughout
all of our finishes.
Our “standard” colors feature a simplified
mix design, which provides a more
economical solution for your projects.
To view Split Face shapes and sizes,
please turn to page 53.
Due to the nature of natural aggregates, some variation
is to be expected in color and texture. We recommend
erecting a jobsite sample panel to show color and texture.

Terracotta

Walnut

Stocked split face colors and shapes are shown on the following page.
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split face (con’t.)
split face stocking program
To assist on fast-track projects, we selected our most popular sizes and colors of split face CMU and stocked them
for immediate delivery. This means no special order delays, no minimum quantities and no set-up charges. Our
WORKRITE® Colored Masonry Cement is also stocked in Type S matching colors to make it a complete turnkey
solution for your masonry needs.

stocked colors
Adobe

Arctic White

Charcoal

Cocoa

Corn Silk

Cream

Hershey Red

Mist

Nantucket Red

Sandstone

Slate

Sunset

Due to the nature of natural aggregates, some variation is to
be expected in color and texture. We recommend erecting a
jobsite sample panel to show color and texture.

stocked shapes

4x8x16 Stretcher

8x8x16 Stretcher

8x8x16 Knock-Out Bond Beam
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12x8x16 Stretcher

12x8x16 Knock-Out Bond Beam

8x8x16 Universal Corner

(Use for any depth corners.)

6x4x16 Solid Sill

